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Abstract— This paper gives you insight about the two 

methodologies namely response surface methodology 

(RSM) and Grey relational analysis (GRA). Both the 

methodologies are used for optimization of machining 

parameters but RSM has an edge over GRA in the fact that 

in can locate optimal space better. RSM has its own design 

for output response model formulation(example MRR and 

surface roughness) based on input parameters and 

comparing the predicted values of models with the 

confirmation runs while GRA experimental design based on 

Taguchi orthogonal array and normalising the response 

values by performing certain sequence of steps  and then 

comparing the predicted value with confirmation runs. For 

example if there are three input parameters (example speed, 

feed and depth of cut) and each has three levels so total 

possible combination is twenty seven. So the difference lies 

in the fact that GRA will find an optimised input parameter 

based on predetermined levels but RSM will explore the 

optimal region more effectively and can find the optimised 

value other then taken levels in the range. So a comparison 

between two methodologies can help in better optimising 

the machining parameters. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In modern-era we have to devised manufacturing method in 

such a way that desired response is produced like surface 

finish in case of machining operation with no or minimum 

amount of wastage of material which in turn depend on the 

design and choice of methodology selected .Every 

methodology has its own uniqueness in finding the optimum 

value and comparison of two methodologies always yield 

the desired and optimum value. 

RSM and GRA can be used for variety of 

machining operation like turning, milling, EDM etc. for 

optimising machining parameters. From the literature survey 

it can be seen that considerable amount of work has been 

done using RSM and GRA but comparison part has not been 

much explored. Radhakrishnan Ramanujamet. al. (2011) had 

done Optimization of Cutting Parameters for Turning Al-

SiC(10p) MMC Using ANOVA and Grey Relational 

Analysis. It was shown that the performance characteristics 

of the Al-SiC(10p) machining process such as surface 

roughness and specific power are improved by using the 

method proposed by this study. Bala Murugan Gopalsamyet. 

al, (2009) applied Grey Relational Theory approach and 

ANOVA for Optimisation of machining parameters for hard 

machining in which he have taken multiple responses i.e, 

volume of material removed, surface finish, tool wear and 

tool life and observed that for rough machining depth of cut 

and width of cut has main effect while for finish machining 

cutting speed dominates. Upinder kumar and Deepak 

Narang(2013) have done optimization of cutting parameters 

in high speed turning by grey relational analysis, for 

optimization of cutting parameters in high speed turning  

with error of 4.3% in case of MRR and 4% for surface 

roughness and it was observed in that study depth of cut has 

a major effect on the combined effect of MRR and surface 

roughness. It was also shown that the performance 

characteristics of the turning operations, such as the material 

removal rate and the surface roughness are greatly enhanced 

by using this method. Pawan Kumar et. al. (2013) applied 

Response Surface Methodology for Optimization of Process 

Parameters in Surface Grinding. The empirical models were 

developed for surface roughness and metal removal rate by 

considering wheel speed, table speed and depth of cut as 

control factors using response surface methodology. In this 

Response surface methodology (RSM) was applied to 

determine the optimum machining parameters leading to 

minimum surface roughness and maximum metal removal 

rate in Surface grinding process. The error between 

experimental and predicted values for MRR and surface 

roughness lies within 4.96% and 4.30% respectively.  

So from the literature review it can be inferred that 

the relative effect of input parameters differ for different 

machining operations. For example in the case of turning 

operation generally feed-rate has the most dominating effect 

on surface roughness while depth of cut in the case of 

cutting force .The Analysis of variance technique (ANOVA) 

is generally used for determining the relative effect of input 

parameters on output parameters. So in this paper we will 

basically understand how to apply RSM and GRA and 

interpret the result based on comparison of two 

methodologies. 

II. RESPONSE SURFACE METHODOLOGIES 

It is a statistical technique and is used for model 

formulation. The first step involves the design of 

experiments which basically means the sequence to be 

followed for conducting experiments.  

Consider a turning operation having three input 

parameters speed, feed and depth of cut with corresponding 

three levels. So total number of possible combination of 

experiments is twenty-seven. Central composite design or 

Box-Behnken design can used further for more effective 

design of experiments and simultaneously reducing the 

number of experiments. This can be done using Design 

Experts software. So certain steps are to be followed in 

order to obtain the optimum machining parameters. 
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 Once the design of experiment is done the 

experiment is to be performed in that sequence in 

corresponding machine 

 The output response has to be recorded for each 

experiment with the help of dedicated and accurate 

instruments. 

 We have already discussed the example of turning 

of three factor and levels so by using central 

composite design in that case the total number of 

experiments will reduce to twenty. 

 So we have twenty responses for each input 

combination which can be cutting force and surface 

roughness in the case of turning operation. 

After getting this reading the RSM will come into play. The 

first step is the model formulation which in turn depends 

only on the characteristics of responses which is recorded or 

measured for each combination. The overall procedure can 

also be better understood with the help of flow diagram 

shown in figure. 

 
Fig. 1:  RSM Flow Diagram 

 The readings is entered in the software, it will fit 

the values and perform model adequacy checking 

and will suggest the model that will closely relate 

with the values which can be linear, cubic or 

quadratic, alternatively it can also be done 

manually which will involve formation of 

mathematical equations and complexity will 

increase with increase in factors and levels. So 

software can be used 

 Once the model is selected the equation of output 

parameters is modelled using input parameters and 

ANOVA is done for output parameters which will 

basically shows the which input parameters effect 

has more significant effect on output parameters. 

 The model is basically an equation consisting of 

input parameters which can be quadratic, cubic or 

linear and this will be separate for each output 

parameter. 

 The confirmation runs has now to be carried out 

based on predetermined levels of factor and the 

same value of levels are to be inserted in the 

formulated model which is basically know as 

prediction of values from the model 

 The reading of confirmation experiments has to be 

noted down and compared with the predicted 

values .If the error after comparisons of the values 

is between 0 -5% then model formulated is 

accepted and can be successfully used for 

predicting the values.  

The benefit of this is if we have a particular combination of 

factor then we can insert this values directly in the 

formulated model and can have an idea of output response 

without actually conducting the experiment. Design expert 

can be of great use while doing the overall procedure of 

RSM, it also help in getting the optimised value of 

machining parameters.                                                        

III. GREY RELATIONAL ANALYSIS   

It is a Taguchi based optimisation technique. The   

experimental design in the case of GRA is based on Taguchi 

orthogonal array design. Consider the same example of three 

factors and levels, the L9 orthogonal array can be used for 

design of experiment in this case. The L9 orthogonal array is 

shown in table 1. 

Ex. No. Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 

1 1 1 1 

2 1 2 2 

3 1 3 3 

4 2 1 2 

5 2 2 3 

6 2 3 1 

7 3 1 3 

8 3 2 1 

9 3 3 2 

Table 1: Taguchi L9 Orthogonal Array 

The experiment is to be performed on same 

material again based on Taguchi L9 orthogonal array and 

responses are to be noted down. The Grey relational 

procedure is then applied which is basically the sequence of 

steps that lead to optimisation.  

The first step is Grey Relational Generation.(GRG) 

In Grey relational generation, the normalized Ra and Cutting 

Force should follow the smaller-the-better (SB) criterion 

which can be expressed as:   

𝑥𝑖(𝑘) =  
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑦𝑖(𝑘) − 𝑦𝑖(𝑘)

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑦𝑖(𝑘) − 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑦𝑖(𝑘)
 

where, xi(k) are the value after Grey Relational Generation 

SB criteria. Max yi(k) is the largest value of yi(k) for kth 

response and min yi(k) is the minimum value of yi(k) for the 

kth response.  
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The Grey relational coefficient ξi(k) can be calculated as: 

𝜉𝑖 =
△min+ ϛ △max

△oi (𝑘) + ϛ △max

 

and   Δ oi(k) = ║ xo(k) – xi(k) ║  

where Δ oi is the difference between absolute value 

xo(k) = 1 and xi(k). ϛ is the distinguishing coefficient 0 ≤ ϛ ≥ 

1. Δmin and Δmaxare the minimum and maximum value 

among the Δ oi for corresponding kth response. Now the 

Grey Relational Grade (GRG) γi can be calculated as: 

γi =  
1

n
∑ ξi

n

k=1

(k) 

where n = number of process responses.  

The extent of relation between the Reference 

Sequence xo(k) and the given sequence xi(k) is  determined 

by the high value of GRG and the Reference Sequence xo(k) 

represents the best process sequence. The grey relational 

grade calculation is   basically the step that converts 

multiple output responses.(Material removal rate MRR, 

surface roughness etc.) optimization problem into single 

response optimization problem. Therefore the parameter 

combination having higher GRG value is closer to optimal.  

Now the process combination (speed, feed and depth of cut) 

with higher GRG value is the one which is the most optimal 

among nine values of orthogonal array. With the help of 

minitab the main effect plots corresponding to the means of 

GRG value in terms of speed, feed and depth of cut is 

obtained. The optimal process combination obtained with 

the help of graph may be differ from one obtain by GRG 

calculation which may or may not be in chosen L9 

orthogonal array. If it differs then the optimal combination 

is in the other eighteen readings. Since the total possible 

combination is twenty seven as discussed earlier. 

So based on GRG value and plot of means of the 

same optimal process combination is obtain and it is verified 

with the help of prediction equation. 

IV. PREDICTION 

This step is the prediction of values of output responses at 

optimum level and comparing it with the experimental result 

and inferring the conclusion.  

The equation is used to calculate the predictive 

value of GRG, surface roughness, MRR etc. at optimum 

levels 

P = pm + ∑ (pim − pm)
𝑛

𝑖=1
 

where, 

P   – predicted value of optimized response. 

pm– Total mean value of concerned response 

pim– Mean value of concerned response at optimum level  

n –  Total no of input parameters that affect response. 

Now with the above equation values of MRR, 

surface roughness etc. can be predicted at optimum levels 

and confirmation runs at optimum levels are carried out and 

output response are noted down and it is compared with the 

predicted result. If the error between experimental value and 

the one obtain by predicted equation falls within permissible 

limits ( 0 – 5 %) then selected process combination is an 

optimal one.    

V. COMPARISON AND CONCLUSION 

With ANOVA the relative effect of input parameters can be 

determined that is which parameter has more dominant 

effect on corresponding output response. For example depth 

of cut can have a more significant effect on increased MRR 

while speed in the case of surface roughness. The design 

expert and minitab can be used for experimental design, 

statistical calculation and getting the required plots. It can 

also be inferred that RSM has an edge over GRA in 

searching the optimal space. The is can also be understood 

in a way that GRA will find optimal value among 

predetermined factor’s levels, but RSM can even find 

optimal values in between the levels. 
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